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STAFF PRESENT 

CP 
LN 
AH 
DH 
CC 
 

SF 
DG 
NR 

 

AGENDA ITEMS FROM PUPIL HOUSE MEETINGS 

 
Maple House (1) 
 
Hazel House (2) 
 
Pine House (3) 
EM - Basketball hoop for courtyard  - Anime DVDs 
BG asked what was happening with the football goals for the garden – this needs chasing up 
 
A suggestion from staff was Extra funding  - £20 a term extra currently get £100 
 
Hawthorn House (4) 
LN said “I want to be able to wallpaper my bedroom” and BG said “ I want to ask for more Xbox 
games” these are going to be shared and explained at the next council meeting.  
 
Willow House (5) 
 
 

OUTCOMES FROM PREVIOUS MEETING  

 

 First meeting after lockdown – Last meeting dated March 2020 
 

MEETING MINUTES 

Welcome 
Everyone welcomed to the residential council by SF and introduction made. LN explained what 
the residential council was as there some students and staff who had done the residential council 
before.  
 
Agenda Items and general discussion  
Sports 

 It was suggested that potentially residential could have the goal posts from school when 
the school gets new ones. CP thinks the ones on the field will be better for residential as 
they are bigger. NR suggested to speak to AW.   

 CP suggested putting up a pole and net for badminton and that the net can go across the 
middle of the residential gardens 

 SF brought up the topic of sports equipment for residential and discussed residential 
having their own sports equipment. If any sports equipment was broken then whichever 
house was using it, that house would have to replace it out of their house budget. SF 
discussed that one of the houses had mentioned picnic tables in the gardens for summer. 
LN then suggested that the houses could have a big picnic in the garden.  
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House decor 

 LN informed the council that he would like to be able to wallpaper his bedroom. SF 
explained that it might not be possible but is worth mentioning as it could change. NR 
suggested that instead of wallpaper he could use vinyl prints to make it more 
personalised. 

 I mentioned on behalf of SA that she had expressed wanting darker colours in the girls 
house 

 
Food 

 When asked about the food in the residential LN said he would like different types of fruit 
such as strawberries something different to apples and bananas. DH said he would like 
blackberries and gooseberries 
 

Culture Nights 

 SF asked if anyone had any ideas for culture nights. AH suggested a Mexican culture night 
having Tacos. SF said they could also design own piñata. AH also suggested a  
Chinese night and playing In it to win picking jellybeans up with chopsticks. 
 

Residential Rec room 

 SF asked if there was anything they would like in the residential rec room as the one in 
school closes at 8. CP suggested a dartboard. With SF commenting saying either a plastic 
or magnetic one. CC said a pool table and a ping pong table. NR said there was one in the 
school rec room that is potentially go to CLC but could be going spare. CC suggested more 
board games. SF suggested keeping all house board games in the residential rec room and 
sign them out when taken. DH said to make our own snakes and ladders. AH said about 
using chalk on floor outside. NR asked if this would encourage people write inappropriate 
things?  

 
Tuck Shop 

 I asked if everyone is happy with the residential tuck shop. CC suggested Ben n Jerry ice 
cream. AH suggested proper packets of Oreo biscuit and DH asked for Lucozade. NR and 
SF stated that they are sugary with lots of food colourings so these may not be allowed.   

 
Double Activities 

 AH said she would like more double activities for the whole of residential such as going 
out to the park. LN said he would like to do bushcraft with CP saying everyone round a 
campfire. 
 

Any other Business 
The students were asked if they had anything else they would like to add which they all said No, 
SF said we will hopefully have some answers in the next minutes.  
 

 
 
Meeting finished at 13:18 – Minutes by DG  
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